Abstract. Transducers constitute a fundamental extension of automata. The class of regular word functions has recently emerged as an important class of word-to-word functions, characterized by means of (functional, or unambiguous, or deterministic) two-way transducers, copyless streaming string transducers, and MSO-definable graph transformations. A fundamental result in language theory is Kleene's Theorem, relating finite state automata and regular expressions. In [3] , the authors introduced a set of regular function expressions and proved a similar result for regular word functions, by showing the equivalence with copyless streaming string transducers. In this paper, we propose a direct, simplified and effective translation from unambiguous two-way transducers to regular function expressions extending the Brzozowski and McCluskey algorithm. In addition, we identify a subset of regular function expressions characterizing the (strict) subclass of functional sweeping transducers.
Introduction
The theory of regular languages has been extended in numerous directions, including finite and infinite trees. Another natural extension is moving from languages to transductions. One of the strengths of the class of regular languages is their equivalent presentation by means of automata, logic, algebra and regular expressions. Regular expressions are of particular interest for specification purposes in a declarative manner. We are interested in this paper in regular expressions for specifying word-to-word functions.
While finite state automata are very robust under modifications in the model, the situation is different for transducers. It is well known that non-determinism and two-wayness increase the expressive power, even when one only considers functional transductions. The class of functions realized by non-deterministic two-way transducers, so-called regular functions, has attracted recently a strong interest [1-4, 13, 6, 14, 8] . It is very expressive and allows to express natural transformations that are not definable by one-way transducers (e.g. duplicate the input word, or produce its mirror image). This class also enjoys a logical characterization using Monadic Second-Order graph transductions interpreted on strings [10] , and can also be defined using the model of copyless streaming string transducers (SST) [1] .
A natural line of research concerns the identification of adequate regular expressions to specify different classes of word functions, as investigated in [9, 15] .
It is well known that rational relations (realized by non-deterministic one-way transducers) can be described using standard regular expressions on pairs of input and output words, as a special case of Schützenberger theorem for weighted automata [17] . Imposing on these regular expressions the restriction of being unambiguous on their input part yields a presentation of rational functions [5] . More recently, a set of regular combinators has been introduced in order to characterize the class of regular functions [3] . The equivalence goes through the model of copyless SST, and relies on a very involved proof.
In this paper, we propose a new construction showing that any regular function can be expressed using the regular functions expressions of [3] . Unlike [3] , we take as input unambiguous two-way finite state transducers. Intuitively, our construction lifts the standard state-elimination algorithm proposed by Brzozowski and McCluskey in [7] for one-way finite state automata to unambiguous two-way finite state transducers. The difficulty lies in two aspects: going from a one-way to a two-way model, and going from automata to transducers. In order to address these issues, we use the construction of the Shepherdson automaton [18] and the notion of traversals of two-way automata, that allow to describe the computation flow of a two-way automaton over some input word. In addition, we label the edges of these flow graphs with regular function expressions.
More precisely, the state-elimination algorithm requires to be able to compute the union, concatenation and Kleene star of transitions of the automaton. We thus have to be able to perform these operations on flows. Unlike union and concatenation, the operation of Kleene iteration may yield complex behaviors that are difficult to describe by means of regular function expressions. A key contribution of our work is a deep investigation of these flows, and the identification of an important characteristic: the number of crossing edges. Using this parameter, we first identify a subclass of flows for which the representation of the Kleene iteration by means of regular function expressions is rather simple, and then present a construction allowing to reduce the Kleene iteration of arbitrary flows to that of the subclass. This results in a very simple proof, which we believe will be useful for further extensions. A side-result of our work is the exhibition of a set of operators characterizing the class of sweeping transducers (this result could also be deduced from [15] ). Sweeping transducers induce a third class of functions in-between rational and regular functions.
The very recent work [11] adopts an approach similar to ours in order to lift the results of [3] to infinite words. However, to deal with Kleene iteration, they resort to an unambiguous version of Simon's factorization forest theorem.
It is worth mentioning that our results are presented for word transducers but they could be easily adapted to the setting of transducers producing output in some monoid, as in [3] .
We introduce the model of transducers and the regular function expressions in Section 2, and our labelled flow graphs in Section 3. In Section 4, we present the algorithm, and the main results concerning the representation of the Kleene star of flow graphs. The case of sweeping transducers is dealt with in Section 4.5.
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Definitions

Words, Languages and Transducers
Given a finite alphabet A, we denote by A * the set of finite words over A, and by the empty word. The length of a word u ∈ A * is its number of symbols, denoted by |u|. For all i ∈ {1, . . . , |u|}, we denote by u[i] the i-th letter of u. Given n > 0, we denote by [n] the set {0, 1, . .
We say that L and L are unambiguously concatenable whenever for every word w ∈ LL , there exist unique words u ∈ L and v ∈ L such that w = uv. Given a language L over A, the Kleene star of L, denoted by L * , is defined as {u 1 · · · u n | n 0 and ∀i, u i ∈ L}. The Kleene plus of L, denoted by L + , is defined as LL * . When ∈ L, we say that L is unambiguously iterable if for every word w ∈ L * , there exist unique words
A monoid is a set M equipped with an associative internal law and a neutral element. Given an alphabet A and a monoid M , a transduction from A to M is a relation R ⊆ A * × M . A transduction R is functional if it is a function. The transducers we will introduce will define transductions. We will say that two transducers T, T are equivalent whenever they define the same transduction.
When dealing with two-way machines, we assume the alphabet A to be extended into A by adding two special symbols , , and we consider input words with left and right markers. The automaton then reads the input word u , and we set u[0] = and u[|u| + 1] = . We also define D = {←, →}. Automata. A two-way finite state automaton (2NFA) over a finite alphabet A is a tuple A = (Q, q 0 , F, δ) where Q is a finite set of states, q 0 ∈ Q is the initial state, F ⊆ Q is a set of final states, and δ ⊆ Q × A × Q × D is the transition relation. We describe the behaviour of A on some input word u . 
A run is a finite sequence of consecutive configurations. It is accepting if the first configuration is (q 0 , 0, →), and the last configuration is (q, |u| + 2, →) with q ∈ F . Note that this latter configuration does not allow additional transitions. An exemple of run is depicted in Figure 2 . The language of A is the set of words u ∈ A * such that there exists an accepting run of A on u .
A two-way finite state automaton is: -deterministic if we may write δ as a function from Q × A to Q × {←, →}.
-unambiguous if for any u ∈ A * , there is at most one accepting run on u . -one-way it it does not have transitions of the form (q, a, q , ←).
-sweeping if the head can change direction only at the extremities of the input. Transducers. Given two finite alphabets A and B, two-way finite state transducers (2NFT) from A to B extend 2NFA over A with a one-way left-to-right output tape containing elements of B * . They are defined as 2NFA except that the transition relation δ is extended with outputs: δ ⊆ Q × A × B * × Q × {←, →}. When a transition (q, a, w, q , d) is fired, the word w is appended to the right of the output tape. The transduction defined by a 2NFT T is the relation R(T ) defined as the set of pairs (u, v) ∈ A * × B * such that v is the output of an accepting run on the word u .
We say that a 2NFT T is functional if the relation R(T ) is a function. We say that a 2NFT T is deterministic (resp. unambiguous, one-way, sweeping) if its underlying 2NFA is. Observe that if T is deterministic or unambiguous, there is at most one accepting run for each input word, and thus R(T ) is a function.
The classes of functional, deterministic and unambiguous 2NFT are equivalent, and strictly more expressive than that of functional sweeping transducers, which in turn is strictly more expressive than the class of functional one-way transducers.
We call rational functions (resp. sweeping functions, regular functions) the ones that are definable by one-way transducers (resp. sweeping transducers, two-way transducers). Example 2. Given a word u, we denote by mirror(u) its mirror image. Given A = {a, b, #}, we consider the function mirror * mapping an input word u, whose decomposition according to #'s is u = u 1 #u 2 # . . . #u n , to the word v = v 1 #v 2 # . . . #v n , with v i = mirror(u i ) for all i. This function is realized by the deterministic 2NFT depicted in Figure 1 . An execution of this transducer on the input word u = ab#bba is depicted in Figure 2 .
Shepherdson automaton construction
A crossing sequence is a sequence of states encountered by a run at a given position in the input word. For instance, if we consider the run depicted in Figure 2 , the crossing sequence at position 0 (resp. position 8) is the tuple (0) (resp. (4)), while all the other crossing sequences are equal to the triple (1, 2, 3). It is well-known that the crossing sequences of accepting runs of unambiguous 2NFA have size bounded by 2|Q|, as a state cannot appear twice in a crossing sequence at two indices of same parity (otherwise a loop is entered).
Unlike one-way automata, partial runs of a two-way automaton on some factor of an input word do not all go through the input word from left to right. Flows are graphs allowing to describe these partial runs between two crossing sequences. More precisely, a flow of size (n, m), n, m > 0, is a particular directed graph F with set of vertices
[m] × {R}) are called left (resp. right) vertices, satisfying additional conditions that intuitively imply that it connects two crossing sequences (see [4] ). An edge is a crossing edge if it is between two vertices on different sides, it is a return edge otherwise. From now on, we fix an integer M and only consider flows of size (n, m) with n, m ≤ M . We denote by F this finite set of flows. It is well-known that F can be equipped with an operation of composition (denoted by F • F ), yielding a monoid. This operation can be understood as the identification of paths in the concatenation of the two graphs. We state a simple property of flows:
Lemma 3. Let F, F be two flows with k and l crossing edges respectively. Then F • F has at most min(k, l) crossing edges. The Shepherdson automaton of an unambiguous two-way automaton A is an equivalent one-way automaton obtained as follows: states are crossing sequences, and there is a transition between two states on some letter a if there exists an adequate flow on this letter. This automaton may be of exponential size. W.l.o.g., we assume that the Shepherdson automaton is trimmed, meaning that every state appears in some accepting run. Note that as A is unambiguous, then so is its Shepherdson automaton. More precisely, for every transition, there is a single flow that can be associated with it. An example is depicted in Figure 3 .
Function Expressions
We recall the function expressions introduced in [3] to specify word-to-word functions from A * to B * . First observe that in [3] , these operators are mappings from elements of A * to elements of some monoid M . We have chosen to present our results in the setting of transducers but they could easily be extended to an arbitrary monoid as output. Observe also that we do not follow the terminology used in [3] , and rather adopt a terminology coming from formal power series (see for instance [9, 15] ). It is however trivial to verify that the operators we introduce correspond to the ones of [3] .
Kleene stars. Given f such that dom(f ) is unambiguously iterable, the Kleene star f * and the left Kleene star f
Chained stars. Given a function f and a language L such that L 2 ⊆ dom(f ) and L is unambiguously iterable, the chained star f, L , and the left chained
, and:
We consider the following grammars: (L is a regular language over A, v ∈ B * )
A function expression obtained from some grammar G is called a G-expression. Reg-expressions are called regular function expressions.
Example 4. We give examples to illustrate these operators:
-the identity function mapping on A * can be defined as id A * = a∈A {a}/a * , -the mirror image on A * can be defined as mirror
-the function last mapping word ua ∈ A * to a |ua| , for every a ∈ A, can be defined as last = a∈A (A/a) * • {a}/a . -the function mirror * of Example 2 can be defined as (mirror {a,b} * • {#}/#) * • mirror {a,b} * .
Theorem 5. The following equivalences hold:
-Rational functions are equivalent to Rat-expressions [5] .
-Regular functions are equivalent to Reg-expressions [3] .
Function Expression Flow Automata
Intuitively, we refine the Shepherdson automaton construction by labelling transitions with flows, in which each edge is labelled by a function expression. From now on, we fix an input alphabet A and an output alphabet B.
Definition 6. A word flow W is a flow of F whose edges are labelled by words of B * . The set of word flows is denoted by W.
Composition of flows can be lifted to word flows, by labelling new edges with the concatenation of words labelling edges along the path. We denote it by W • W .
Definition 7.
A function expression flow (FEF) E over domain L is a flow of F whose edges are labelled by function expressions from A * to B * of domain L.
We denote by E the set of all function expression flows, by dom(E) the domain of a FEF E and by flow(E) its underlying flow (flow(E) ∈ F).
A function expression flow E ∈ E of size (n, m) defines a functional transduction from A * to W: for all u ∈ dom(E), E(u) is the word flow W of size (n, m) such that (x, f (u), y) is an edge of W iff (x, f, y) is an edge of E.
We say that two FEFs E, E ∈ E are disjoint if dom(E) ∩ dom(E ) = ∅.
Definition 8.
A label of size (n, m), with n, m > 0, is a non-empty set of FEFs of size (n, m) that are pairwise disjoint.
We denote by L the set of labels and define the domain of a label as the union of the domains of the FEFs it contains: dom(L) = E∈L dom(E). A label also defines a functional transduction from A * to W: for any u ∈ dom(L), L(u) = E(u) for the unique FEF E of L such that u ∈ dom(E).
Definition 9.
A function expression flow automaton (FEFA for short) is a tuple A = (Q, q 0 , q f , δ) where Q is a finite set of states, q 0 (resp. q f ) is the initial (resp. final) state, and δ ⊆ Q × L × Q is the finite transition relation. We require that there is no incoming (resp. outgoing) transition to the initial state (resp. from the final state), and that there exists a mapping size : Q → N such that size(q 0 ) = size(q f ) = 1 and, for every (q, L, q ) ∈ δ, L is of size (size(q), size(q )).
Given a word
The execution is accepting if q 1 = q 0 and q k+1 = q f . We say that a FEFA is unambiguous if for every word u, there is at most one accepting execution on u. When this holds, following above notations, the word flow associated with such an execution is out(u) =
The properties of the mapping size ensure that this composition is well defined.
The semantics of a FEFA A is a functional transduction from A * to B * . Indeed, given a word u with some accepting execution which produces the word flow out(u), the properties of the mapping size in the definition of FEFA ensure that out(u) is of size (1, 1) , hence reduced to a single left-to-right crossing edge, labelled by some word v ∈ B * . We thus consider that A maps u to v. The following lemma follows from Shepherdson automaton construction:
Lemma 10. Given an unambiguous 2NFT, one can build an equivalent unambiguous FEFA.
A Brzozowski and McCluskey-like Algorithm
Presentation of the algorithm
The standard Brzozowski and McCluskey (BMC for short) algorithm takes as input a one-way finite-state automaton A, with distinguished initial and final states, and proceeds as follows: it removes all the states of the automaton one by one, except the initial and final states. Each time a state is removed, the remaining transitions are modified in order to obtain an equivalent automaton. The transitions are now labelled by regular expressions. More precisely, consider the removal of some state q 2 . Then, for all states q 1 and q 3 of A we have to replace the transitions q 1
−→ q 3 and q 1 e4 −→ q 3 by a unique transition q 1 e −→ q 3 . In order to obtain an equivalent automaton, one defines e = e 1 e 3 + e 1 e + 2 e 3 + e 4 . At the end of the algorithm, one ends up with a single transition between the initial and the final state. The regular expression e labelling this transition describes exactly the whole behaviour of the automaton.
In order to adapt this algorithm to unambiguous FEFA, one needs to define the operations of sum, concatenation and Kleene plus (i.e. Kleene star with a positive number of iterations) on labels. It is worth observing that unambiguity of the FEFA ensures that sum (resp. concatenation, Kleene plus) involves labels with disjoint domains (resp. unambiguously concatenable domains, unambiguously iterable domains). As we will see in the subsequent sections, while sum and concatenation are easy to deal with, Kleene plus is more involved. We first present in Subsection 4.3 how to compute the Kleene plus for a restricted class of labels, called simple labels, and as a corollary we obtain a particular instance of BMC algorithm valid for FEFA for which BMC always eliminates self-loops with simple labels. Last, we show in Subsection 4.4 how the Kleene plus of arbitrary labels can be obtained using this particular instance of BMC algorithm for FEFA.
Putting everything together, we obtain:
Theorem 11. Given an unambiguous 2NFT, our Brzozowski and McCluskeylike algorithm returns an equivalent Reg-expression.
Sum, concatenation and Kleene plus of labels
Sum. Let L 1 , L 2 be two labels of L having the same size and such that dom(L 1 ) and dom(L 2 ) are disjoint. It is possible to define a new label, called the sum of
and
. This label is simply obtained by taking the union of FEFs of L 1 and L 2 . Concatenation. Let L 1 , L 2 be two labels of size (n, m) and (m, k), and such that dom(L 1 ) and dom(L 2 ) are unambiguously concatenable. It is possible to define a new label, called the concatenation of L 1 and L 2 and denoted by
, and such that for all u = u 1 u 2 , with
We first explain how to define the concatenation of two FEFs E 1 and E 2 , denoted by E 1 • E 2 . Its underlying flow is F = flow(E 1 ) • flow(E 2 ). As the sizes of flows are bounded, it is not difficult to observe that the function expressions labelling the edges of F can be obtained from the ones of E 1 and E 2 using the Hadamard and Cauchy product operators. The concatenation of labels is then obtained by cartesian product as:
Kleene plus. Given a label L of size (m, m) such that dom(L) is unambiguously iterable, we will explain how to define the Kleene plus of L, denoted by L + , whose domain is dom(L) + , and which is such that
Constructing the label L + is difficult and is addressed in the next two subsections.
Kleene plus over simple labels
Definition 12. An FEF E ∈ E is simple if its flow contains no return edge. A label L ∈ L is simple if for all E, E ∈ L, flow(E • E ) = flow(E).
As a first step, given a simple FEF E and a language L that is unambiguously iterable and such that L 2 ⊆ dom(E), we define the chained star of E w.r.t. L, denoted by E, L , as follows. It is a FEF whose domain is L 2 and such that for any word
This FEF is obtained from E by applying the chained star operator (or its left version) on each (crossing) edge of E.
We turn to the construction of the label L + when L is a simple label. The definition of simple labels implies that for all n > 0 and
Given some E ∈ L, we claim we can build a FEFẼ with domain dom(E)L ≥1 , size (m, m) and flow(Ẽ) = flow(E), that "simulates" all sequences of FEFs of L beginning by E. More precisely, its semantics is as follows: for all E 1 , . . . E n ∈ L, if u = u 0 u 1 . . . u n with u 0 ∈ dom(E) and u i ∈ dom(E i ) for all i, theñ
We can then define the label L + as L ⊕ {Ẽ | E ∈ L}. We detail now the construction ofẼ for a FEF E ∈ L, depicted in Figure 4 . We start with a property of simple labels, obtained using Lemma 3:
Lemma 13. All FEFs of a simple label have the same number of crossing edges.
We first decompose E into two FEFsĒ andÊ such that for every word u ∈ dom(E), we have E(u) =Ê(u) •Ē(u). Formally, given a FEF E,Ē is the FEF obtained by deleting all return edges on the left (and the corresponding nodes), andÊ is the FEF obtained by deleting all return edges on the right (and the corresponding nodes) and moreover by replacing all function expressions of crossing edges of E with dom(E)/ε (dashed edges in Figure 4) . By Lemma 13,  there exists c such that each E ∈ L has c crossing edges. Let F be the flow consisting of no return edges and c crossing edges, then for all E 1 , E 2 ∈ L, we have flow(Ē 1 •Ê 2 ) = F . As a consequence, we can define
Observe that E ♣ is a simple FEF. We can thus use the chained star E = E ♣ , L of domain L ≥2 to rewrite Eq. (1) as: Fig. 4 . Illustration of the decomposition used for simple labels.
Remark 14.
We have thus proven that we are able to compute the Kleene plus for simple labels. This implies that we can apply our BMC algorithm for a given FEFA if each time a state is removed, its self-loop is labelled with a simple label. We call this the simple-BMC algorithm.
Kleene plus over arbitrary labels
We present now how to construct the label L + when L is an arbitrary label. For simplicity, we construct a label L ≥2 , and then define L + = L ⊕ L ≥2 . The intuitive idea is to use the previously described simple-BMC algorithm. Therefore, we consider an automaton A that consists only of three transitions ι
−→ β with initial state ι and final state β. We will exhibit a finite unfolding A Unf = (Q Unf , ι, β, −→ Unf ) of A, equivalent to A, which has a property ensuring that the simple-BMC algorithm can be applied.
Let 2N + 1 be the greatest number of crossing edges among the FEFs of L. Let S i be the sets of underlying flows with 2i + 1 crossing edges finitely generated by L with concatenation of FEFs. By Lemma 3 there are at most N such sets S i . Then, we set Q Unf = {ι, β} ∪ i∈0,...,N (S i ∪ { }). The alphabet of A Unf consists of subsets of L. Intuitively, the state (s i ) 0≤i≤N reached in A Unf after reading a sequence of labels
Formally the transition function −→ Unf is defined as follows: ( is neutral for composition)
For j ≤ N , we define Q j as the set of states (s 0 , . . . , s j , , . . . , ) with s j = .
We write q 0 Lσ j q n if there is an execution (q i Li −→ Unf q i+1 ) 0≤i<n of A Unf with L σ = L 0 • · · · • L n−1 , and such that for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}, q i ∈ k j Q k .
Lemma 15. If q
Lσ j q with q = (s i ) 0≤i≤N and q = (s i ) 0≤i≤N in Q j , then: (1) for all E ∈ L σ , s j • flow(E) = s j and, (2) flow(E) has 2j + 1 crossing edges.
A careful analysis of the different types of edges in flows of L σ allows to deduce from Lemma 15 that L σ is simple whenever q = q. More generally, using similar techniques, we can show:
Lemma 16. Let j ≥ 0 and q ∈ Q j . If {L 1 , . . . , L k } is a set of labels such that q Li j q for all i, then ⊕ i∈{1,...,k} L i is a simple label. We now consider the application of BMC algorithm that successively eliminates states in Q j , for j = N, N − 1, . . . , 0. We can prove by induction on the number of steps performed by the algorithm that for every remaining state q, the label L q of the self-loop around q is simple. Indeed, as we observed in Subsection 4.3, the flows associated with the Kleene plus of a simple label are exactly those of that label. This allows to show that the flows appearing in L q are obtained by finitely many paths around q in A Unf that only go through states in k j Q k , where j is such that q ∈ Q j . Hence L q is simple by Lemma 16.
The case of sweeping transducers
We consider now the case of sweeping transducers. We introduce the two following grammars for function expressions: (L is a regular language over A, v ∈ B Proof. One observes that for sweeping transducers, the Kleene plus only concerns simple FEFs, for which the Kleene star operator of expressions is sufficient.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have extended the standard state elimination algorithm due to Brzozowski and McCluskey to unambiguous two-way finite-state transducers. This yields a simple, direct and effective translation from these transducers to regular function expressions. We have also identified a subclass of expressions characterizing sweeping functions. This work opens the way to numerous applications and extensions: deciding one-wayness [13, 4] , studying infinite words [2] and identifying star-free expressions for first-order definable transformations [16, 14, 8] for instance.
